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Numerical representation and identification of graphs a) 
H. H. Chen and Felix Lee 
Institute of Physics, National TSing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300. Republic of China 
(Received 7 January 1981; accepted for publication 24 July 1981) 
A method to represent each linear graph by a single number, the determinant of its modified 
incidence matrix, is introduced. The isomorphism of graphs can be determined by comparing the 
determinants of their incidence matrices. Although it is not proved that different graphs can 
always be distinguished by the determinants of their modified incidence matrices, the proposed 
method provides a good practical algorithm for the identification of graphs. Applications of the 
single-number representation of graphs are discussed. 
PACS numbers: 02.1O.Ws, 02.70. + d 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Graph theory has many applications in theoretical 
physics. Notable examples in statistical mechanics are the 
Mayer's cluster expansions for the virial series of a gas, I and 
the series expansions of thermodynamic functions for spins 
on a lattice? 
In developing these perturbation expansions by graphic 
methods it is frequently necessary to consider the problem of 
identifying a graph with its isomorph in a graph list. Exam-
ples are the following. 
A. Generation and listing of graphs of certain types 
The first stage in graphic methods of series expansions 
is to obtain the list of all graphs of the type wanted. We can 
generate graphs of a given type by various methods. As sev-
eral isomorphs (for graph terminology see Ref. 2) of a given 
graph may be generated, it is necessary to eliminate dupli-
cates in the graph list. Therefore, before a new graph is added 
to the list we must be certain that the new graph is not iso-
morphic with any of the graphs already in the list. 
B. Calculation of the weak embeddings 
The weak embeddings (gj;gj) are defined as the numbers 
of subgraphs of gj which are isomorphic with gj. The matrix 
(gj;gj), called T-matrix by Rushbrooke,3 plays a central role 
in the finite cluster method of series expansions originally 
suggested by Domb.4 Another important application of the 
matrix (gj;gj) is the transformation of the set ofhigh-tem-
perature lattice constantsPnx into the set oflow-temperature 
lattice constants P nx .5 In the calculation of weak embeddings 
we find all subgraphs of gj and determine which of the sub-
graphs are isomorphic with gj. 
C. Calculation of the coincidence partitions 
The coincidence partitions ((gn;g", II are the numbers of 
ways of obtaining gm by bringing some vertices of gn into 
coincidence. The concept of coincidable embeddings was re-
cently introduced by the authors. 6 The matrix ((gn;gm)) 
transforms the set of coincidable occur.rence factors C into 
the set of high-temperature lattice constants Pnx' It is i~und 
'IWork supported by the National Science Council of the Republic of 
Chma. 
that P nx can be obtained more easily, in some cases, through 
such a transformation. In the calculation of((gn;gm)) we find 
all reduced graphs of gn (simple graphs obtained by bringing 
some vertices of gn into coincidence), and identify each re-
duced graph with its isomorph in a list of graphs gm' 
D. Calculation of the strong embeddings 
In the calculation of the strong embeddings [gj;gj J we 
find the section graphs of gj and determine how many of the 
section graphs are isomorphic with gj. 
For graphs with small numbers of points (or vertices)p 
and lines (or edges) I, their isomorphism can be determined 
by visual inspection. The manual method of identification 
becomes laborious and fallible for even moderately complex 
graphs. Figure l(a) shows a pair ofisomorphs withp = 7 and 
1= 11; Fig. lib) shows a triple of isomorphs withp = 8 and 
1= 14. These isomorphs appear quite different and even 
seem to have different symmetries. It is not obvious how to 
identify their isomorphism by the manual method. It is very 
useful to devise a method to represent graphs numerically, 
especially when there are a large number of graphs in the list, 
and to determine the isomorphism and other properties of 
graphs by using a digital computer. 
The most natural way to represent a graph of p vertices 
is by the use of a p Xp matrix, called the incidence matrix (or 
adjacency matrix, see p. 14 of Ref. 2). Whether two graphs 
are isomorphic or not is determined by whether their inci-
dence matrices can be transformed into one another by rela-
beling of the vertices. For a graph of p vertices there are p! 
possible labelings. To compare this graph with a list of M 
FIG. 1. ta) A pair ofisomorpbs of7 points and 11 lines, and (b) a triple of 
isomorphs of 8 points and 14 lines. These isomorphs appear quite 
differently. 
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graphs the maximum number of comparisons is Mp!. 
Nagle7 has suggested a useful procedure for identifying 
graphs. Among the p! matrices there exists a particular one 
(or several ones if the symmetry number of the graph is great-
er than one), called the canonical matrix, which has the larg-
est pZ -tuple. If one first permutes the vertices to find the 
canonical matrix and then compares it with the list of M 
canonical matrices, the maximum number of comparisons is 
reduced to M + pI. A somewhat similar method of defining a 
canonical matrix, according to the basic key of a graph is 
used by Rogiers et al.8 to label shadow graphs. In these ma-
trix representations of graphs each comparison involves ma-
trices of p2 elements. 
If we can represent each graph in the list by a single 
number, instead of ap Xp matrix, the memory space for stor-
ing graphs, and the computing time for identifying graphs 
will be greatly reduced. 
In Sec. II we illustrate (but do not prove) that with prop-
er modification of the diagonal elements of the incidence 
matrices the determinants of the incidence matrices can be 
used to identify graphs. The method to represent each graph 
by a single number is given in Sec. III. Some applications of 
the single-number representation method are presented in 
Sec. IV. Discussions are given in Sec. V. In this article only 
simple graphs are considered. Extension of the single-num-
ber representation method to multigraphs (or nonsimple 
graphs) is straightforward. 
II. DETERMINANTS OF THE MODIFIED INCIDENCE 
MATRICES 
The incidence matrix A of a linear graph has elements 
aij = 1 if vertices i andj of the graphs are connected, 
aij = ° otherwise. (1) 
As the determinant of a matrix is the unique characteristic 
number of the matrix which is invariant under transforma-
tion, it is necessary that two isomorphic graphs have the 
same determinant. Offhand, we may expect to represent a 
graph by the determinant of its incidence matrix. Unfortu-
nately, most simple graphs have detA = 0, because all diag-
onal elements and many off-diagonal elements of the matri-
ces are zero. 
The simplest modification of the incidence matrix is to 
add a variable x to all the diagonal elements. The modified 
incidence matrix AI has 
aIJ' = aij + x8u, (2) 
where 8ij is the Kronecker delta. We define functions ofx for 
graphsg as 
D,(g;x) = detA ,. (3) 
The variable x or g may be omitted for convenience. D I are 
polynomials of degree p in. x for graphs with p vertices. 
For graphs with p<A different graphs have different D, 
functions. For p > 5, however, different graphs may have the 
same D\ function. It is impossible to identify graphs conclu-
sivelyby D ,. ThefunctionD\( - x) is nothing but thecharac-
teristic polynomial of the incidence matrix A. The knowl-
edge of the function D\(x) is equivalent to the knowledge of 
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FIG. 2. Smallest pair of graphs having the same D,(x). 
the eigenvalues of the incidence matrix. Different graphs 
whose incidence matrices have the same eigenvalues, i.e., the 
same D,(x), are known as isospectral graphs, because these 
graphs have the same spectral moments. 9. 10 
Figure 2 shows the smallest pairs of graphs which have 
the same D\(x) function. Their D\(x) functions are 
D\(g2a;X) = D\(gZb;X) = x 5 - 4x3. (4) 
The smallest pair of connected isospectral graphs \0 is shown 
in Fig. 3. For these graphs 
D I(g3a;X) = D\(g3b;X) 
= x6 - 7X4 + 4x3 + txz - 4x - 1. (5) 
In order to distinguish isospectral graphs we further 
modify the matrix and define the modified incidence matrix 
Az by 
alJI = aij + (x + m,y)8ij' (6) 
where m i is the vertex multiplicity (or degree) of the ith ver-
tex of the graph, i.e., the number oflines connected to the ith 
vertex. Functions of x and yare defined as 
(7) 
It is clear that Dz are more informative than D\. Graphs 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which have the same D\(x) can be 
distinguished by Dz(x,y). For example, 
Dz(gza ;x,y) = xIx + 2y)Z(xz + 4xy + 4yZ - 4), 
and (8) 
DZ(glb;X,y) = (x + y)3(X2 + 5xy + 4y2 - 4). 
We have surveyed more than 20000 graphs including 
all graphs (connected or disconnected) with p.;;; 8, and all con-
nected graphs with I.;;; 11. We find that except for two pairs of 
graphs shown in Figs. 4 and 5, all the graphs we considered 
have different D2(x,y). 
For graphs shown in Figs. 4 and 5, we can further dis-
tinguish them by their functions D 3(x,y,z) = det A3 , where 
the elements of A3 are 
alJ) = au + (x + miy + m;z)8ij' (9) 
We postulate that for any list of graphs there exists a number 
n such that all graphs in the list havedifferentDn (x I'X2, .. ·,xn ) 
functions, although some sets of graphs may have the same 
Dn _ \ (xl,XZ, ... ,xn _ \) functions. Here Dn is the determinant 
FIG. 3. Smallest pair of connected graphs having the same D,(x). 
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FIG. 4. Smallest pair of graphs (/ = 10) having the same P2(x,y). 
of the modified incidence matrix An having elements 
a~) = aij + (XI + m i x2 + m?x3 + ... + m7 -lxniDij. (10) 
III. SINGLE-NUMBER REPRESENTATION OF GRAPHS 
In actual practice we do not represent and identify 
graphs by their D n functions explicitly. The determination of 
the Dn functions is complicated. Moreover, we need many 
coefficients to describe a Dn function. The number of coeffi-
cients required to describe the Dn function for a graph of p 
vertices is (p + n)!/(p!n!). Although some of the coefficients 
are equal to zero for all simple graphs, the number of nontri-
vial coefficients in Dn increases rapidly withp and n. 
Instead of representing a graph by a functionD n explic-
itly, we represent the graph by the value of D" evaluated at a 
point (X IO,X20,''''XnO )' We first choose the point 
(XIO,X20, ... ,xnO) arbitrarily, then evaluate the diagonal ele-
ments of the modified incidence matrices at this point, and 
finally calculate the values Dn (g;x IQ'X20,.,,) (to be denoted as 
D"(g) for convenience) directly from the matrices by stan-
dard methods such as Gauss elimination method or its var-
iants. II We do not need to determine the functions Dn explic-
itly. All D n (g) are evaluated at the same point (x iO,X20'" .,x nO)' 
If there are N significant decimal digits in the computed 
results Dn (g), it is certain that two graphs gl and g2 are not 
isomorphic when /Dn(gl) - Dn(gzi///Dn(gl) + Dn(g2i/ is 
greater than lO-N. On the other hand, if 
IDn(gd - Dn (g2)/1ID" (gd + Dn(gz)/ is less than lO-N, either 
(i)gJ andg2 are isomorphic, (ii)gJ andg2 are not isomorphic 
but they have the same D" function, or (iii) gland g2 have 
different Dn functions but the values Dn (gl) and Dn (g2) are 
degenerate "accidentally." By accidental degeneracy we 
mean that at the point (x IO,X20, ••• ) the difference between the 
functions D n (g d and D" (g2) are too small to be distinguished 
by the digital computer used. 
If we know by any means that accidental degeneracy 
does not occur, and all different graphs considered have dif-
ferent Dn functions, we can use a single number 
Dn (g;x IO'X20,.,,) to represent and to identify each graph 
conclusively. 
The probabililty P that accidental degeneracy occurs 
increases when the number of graphs in the list increases, or 
FIG. 5. Second pair of graphs (/ = 11) having the same P2(x,y). The next pair 
has / = 12. 
when the precision of the computed results decreases. If we 
assume that D n (g) is a random variable with uniform distri-
bution (the actual distribution of D n (g) is probably a normal 
distribution with mean = 0; the probability P, however, de-
pends very weakly on the type of distribution] it is straight-
forward to show that 
M-I 
P<Pu = 1 - IT (1 - 2n/lON ), (11) 
n=O 
where M is the number of graphs in the list and N is the 
number of significant digits in the calculation of D" (g). 
Table I shows the upper bound Pu for some values of N 
and M. We see from Table I that even for a list of as many as 
10 000 graphs the probability that accidental degeneracy oc-
curs is about 1 % if the precision in the computed results is 10 
decimal digits. Such a precision can be achieved by most 
modern computers even without using the double precision 
mode. We note that when lON>Ml, P
u 
::::M2/lON. 
To apply the present single-value representation meth-
od to the generation and listing of graphs we must have a 
simple method to check whether different graphs considered 
have different Dn functions, and whether accidental degen-
eracy does not occur at the chosen point (x IQ,X20,''''X"o)' For-
tunately, a simple method of checking does exist. Without 
listing all the graphs explicitly, the numbers of graphs of 
certain types can be determined by Polya's theorem. 1,2 For 
example, the total number oflinear graphs amongp unla-
beled points with llines, denoted by Tr(p,!), the number of 
connected graphs, denoted by y(p,l ), and the number of stars, 
u(p,l ), etc., can be determined by Polya's theorem. If the total 
number of graphs of a given type obtained by the single-
number representation approach is the same as that predict-
ed by Polya's theorem, we can be certain that all graphs of 
the type considered have different D" functions and acciden-
tal degeneracy does not occur. 
IV. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We have applied the single-number representation of 
graphs to the following problems: 
TABLE I. Upper bounds of an approximate probability Pu see Eq. (II), that accidental degeneracy of P n (g) occurs. There are M graphs in the list and the 
precision of Dn (g) is N digits. 
N M-IOO 500 1000 5000 10000 50000 
6 0.985E-2 0.221 0.632 -I 
7 0.989E-3 0.246E-1 0.95IE-1 0.918 -I 
8 0.990E-4 0.249E-2 0.994E-2 0.221 0.632 -I 
9 0.990E-5 0.249E-3 0.998E-3 0.247E-1 0.952E-1 0.918 
10 0.990E-6 0.249E-4 0.999E-4 0.249E-2 0.995E-2 0.221 
II 0.990E-7 0.249E-5 0.999E-5 0.250E-3 0.999E-3 0.247E-1 
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A. Generation and listing of graphs (connected and 
disconnected) with p<8 
All p-point graphs can be generated by adding 0 to 
p - 1 lines from the pth vertex to fp - 1 )-point graphs. We 
input fp - I)-point graphs, one at a time, to the memory of 
the computer and generate severalp-point graphs from each 
input graph. Since graphs with different I or p are not iso-
morphic, isomorphism needs to be checked only for graphs 
with the same values of I and p. We represent and identify 
graphs by D2(xo,Yo) at Xo = 1.234 567 and Yo = 0.111 111 1. 
When several graphs generated have the same p, /, and 
D 2(xO'yo), only the first one is listed, the others are eliminat-
ed. When a graph is listed only its D2 value is stored in the 
memory; the incidence matrix of the graph is then trans-
ferred from the memory to an output device. The total num-
bers of different graphs we obtained are 1Tfp) = 2,4, 11,34, 
156, 1044, and 12 346, respectively for p = 2-8. These num-
bers are the same as those predicted by Polya's theorem. The 
computing time used to obtain these graphs is about 1200 
seconds for a CDC Cyber 172 computer. 
B. Generation and listing of connected graphs 
with/<11 
All the p-point, I-line connected graphs can be obtained 
by adding n lines (0 < n <p) from the pth vertex to the fp - 1)-
point, (1- n)-line graphs. The first time we used D 2(xO,Yo) to 
identify graphs. When we compared the numbers of graphs 
of various sizes with those predicted by Polya's theorem, we 
found that two graphs were absent in our graph list. 
Polya's theorem predicts that the number of connected 
graphs withp = 11 and I = 10 is r(ll,1O) = 235, but the 
number of graphs of this type we obtained is 234. We can 
expect that among the 235 graphs either two of them have 
the same D2 function, or their D2 functions are degenerate 
accidentally at (xo,yo). Similarly the number of connected 
graphs we obtained with p = 12 and I = 11 is 550, while the 
correct number is r(12,11) = 551. 
A CDC Cyber 172 computer was used in our calcula-
tion. The precision of this computer is 14 decimal digits for 
the single-precision mode, and the computed results D n (g) 
are expected to have 12 significant decimal digits. For a list 
of M = 551 graphs the probability that accidental degener-
acy occurs is less than 10- 6 (see Table I). We can be almost 
sure from this probability that accidental degeneracy does 
not occur. 
We then used D 3(xo,yo,zo) at xo = 1.234567, 
Yo = 0.111 III 1, and zo = 0.054 321 to identify graphs; and 
we obtained the correct number of graphs. With the com-
plete list of graphs it is easy to locate the pairs of graphs 
which cannot be distinguished by D 2(xo,yo)' They are shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5. We calculated the D2 functions of these 
graphs explicitly. As expected, the graphs shown in Fig. 4 
have the same D2 function, and so do the graphs in Fig. 5. 
The numbers of I-line connected graphs for I equal 1 through 
11 are 1, 1,3,5,12,30,79,227,710,2322, and 8071, respec-
tively. To obtain these graphs, when graphs are identified by 
D 3 , the computing time is about 1850 seconds. 
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C. Calculation of coincidence partitions «(gn;gm) 
In a previous paper we derived the high-temperature 
lattice constants for a generalized equivalent neighbor mod-
e1.6 In this paper the matrix element ((gn;gm)) for stars with 
1<8 was derived by a manual method. We have recently cal-
culated the low-temperature lattice constants for this mod-
el. 12 The procedures for deriving the elements ((gll;gm)) have 
been computerized, and the matrix has been derived to the 
seventh order, i.e., for all connected graphs withp<7. There 
are two procedures in the calculation: to obtain all reduced 
graphs of g n' and to identify each reduced graph with its 
isomorph in the listgm • We identified graphs by 
D 2(xO = 1.234567, Yo = 0.111 111 1). The computing time 
for deriving the matrix to the seventh order is about 5200 
seconds for a CDC Cyber 172 computer. It would take more 
than 5000 hours to obtain these matrix elements manually. 
V. DISCUSSION 
We have introduced a method to represent ap-point 
graph g by a single number D II (g), instead of a p Xp incidence 
matrix A. For each graph D" (g) is the determinant of its 
modified incidence matrix An whose diagonal elements de-
pend on the numbers of lines connected to the vertices. 
In previous matrix-representation methods each graph 
is represented by a matrix. A memory space of Mp2 words is 
required to store M graphs. In the present method each 
graph is represented by a single number. A memory space of 
M words is enough for the M graphs. The memory space is 
reduced p2-fold. Although it is possible to store several num-
bers simultaneously in each word when very low precision is 
sufficient (such as the elements of the canonical matrices), 
the memory space required for storing a matrix is much larg-
er than that for storing a number. Furthermore, the saving of 
memory space by storing several numbers in one word must 
be compensated for by an increase of computation time. 
For a graph of p vertices there are p! matrices corre-
sponding to the p! different labelings of the vertices. One can 
permute the vertices to find the canonical matrix out of the pI 
matrices. Nagle7 has illustrated a method to write down the 
canonical matrix of a graph in an easier way than actually 
constructing all the permissible matrices. The vertices are 
first relabeled so that m t >m2>m3""">m p ' One then per-
mutes only the vertices which have the same degree, and 
determines the canonical matrix. In the present method we 
simply modify the diagonal elements of the incidence ma-
trix, and then evaluate the determinant Dn(g). The comput-
ing time in the calculation of the determinant is proportional 
to p3 if the Gauss elimination method is used. 11 When p is 
small (say p<6) or when most ofthe vertices in a graph have 
different degrees, the computing time for finding the deter-
minant may be longer than that for finding the canonical 
matrix. Otherwise the time required to evaluate D n is expect-
ed to be shorter. 
As far as the graph identification is concerned, we com-
pare a number to a list of M numbers, while in the previous 
methods one compares a matrix to a list of M matrices. The 
computing time is reduced considerably in the present 
method. 
H. H. Chen and F. Lee 2730 
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For moderately complex graphs, D2(xo,Yo) can be used 
to identify graphs. For more complex graphs, D3 or higher-
order ones should be used. It is important to note that when 
we use either D2 or D3 to identify graphs, the difference in 
computing time is about 1 %. Even when we useD4 or D s, the 
increase of computing time is only a few percent. 
The values Xc, Yo, etc., may be chosen arbitrarily, but 
integers are not recommended. The probability that the val-
ues of two different Dn functions are too close to be distin-
guished by a computer is very small. Even so, when we apply 
the present method to the generation and listing of graphs we 
must check whether the total number of graphs we obtained 
is correct. Should the total number be incorrect, we have to 
try other values (xo,Yo,··), or try a higher-order Dn' 
We can also define different kinds of modified incidence 
matrices whose diagonal elements are more complicated 
functions of mj (instead of polynomials in m i ). However, 
when using more complicated functions it takes a longer 
time to evaluate the diagonal elements. 
In Sec. IV we have applied the present single-number 
representation method to the generation and listing of 
graphs, and to the calculation of graph embeddings. There 
are other applications. We can identify isospectral graphs by 
comparing their DI(xo) numerically. We can determine nu-
merically whether a graph is connected or disconnected. 
Consider graphs g'1' g2' and g3 which have numbers ofver-
tices Pi' P2' and P3' respectively. If PI = P2 + P3 and 
Dn (gd = Dn (gz)Dn (g3)' then gl is a disconnected graph com-
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posed of g2 andg3, provided all graphs with the same number 
of vertices can be distinguished by D n • 
In conclusion, we have introduced a method to repre-
sent each graph by a single number, instead of a canonical 
matrix. Both the memory space for storing graphs in a com-
puter and the computing time for identifying graphs are 
greatly reduced, especially for complex graphs. Finally, we 
hope that someone will prove the postulate that for any list of 
graphs there exists an integer n such that all graphs in the list 
have different Dn functions. 
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